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Many students poorly prepared for university maths and stats study.
Need for online tailored provision of refresher lessons in basic algebra.
Need for an 'automated' system that diagnoses students' learning
needs and recommends focus areas.
MESH adopted the Numbas Diagnostic Test algorithm.
We received internal funding for development work.
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Design and development
MESH designed and developed a tool based on an existing online refresher
module in basic algebra (called 'Algebra 1').

The design has two components: a 'knowledge map' and a diagnostic tool
(built in Numbas) drawing on the logic of the knowledge map.

The development involved refining the knowledge map and creating a set of
Numbas questions.



DESIGN (KNOWLEDGE MAP)
The knowledge map has the form of a directed acyclic graph, where nodes
represent topics (questions) and edges define the topic hierarchy.

Algebraic Expressions

101 - Order of operations

102 - Write algebraic expressions
106 - Expand brackets

103 - Substitute values
104 - Collect like terms

105 - Multiply and divide algebraic expressions
Rational numbers

201 - Recognising proper fractions

202 - Equivalent fractions

203 - Mixed numerals and improper fractions

204 - Fractions as positions on a number line

205 - Fractions as division

206 - Express one quantity as a fraction of another

212 - Multiply a number by a fraction

213 - Divide a number by a fraction

231 - Representation as a percentage

211 - Add and subtrct fractions

221 - The decimal system

222 - Multiply and divide a number by a power of 10

223a - Multiply  by a decimal number

223b - Divide by a decimal number

224 - Add and subtract decimal numbers

225 - Round decimal numbers

226 - Compare decimal values

232 - Represent decimal as a percentage

233 - Represent percentage as a decimal

Exponents and binomial expansions

301 - Positive exponents

311 - Multiply numbers with positive exponents

312 - Divide numbers with positive exponents

313 - Powers of exponential numbers

314 - Negative exponents

315 - Exponent of 0

316 - Fractional exponents

317 - Multiply exponential numbers

318 - Dividing exponential numbers
319 - Scientific notation

321 - Substitute into algebraic expressions with exponents

331 - Expand single bracket Factorise algebraic expressions

401 - Factorise using common factor

411 - Factorise algebraic fractions

412 - Multiply Algebraic fractions

413 - Divide algebraic fractions

332 - Expand binomial products

Equations

501 - Recognise an equation

511 - Solve simple linear equations

521 - Rearrange a formula

531 - Write a formulaGraph in two variables

601 - The number plane

611 - Linear relationships

621 - Gradient of a straight line

631 - Equation of a line



DESIGN (DIAGNOSTIC)
The diagnostic tool was designed using Numbas.

The Diagnostic exam type allows questions to be hierarchically
arranged:

A wrong answer to a question causes the system to mark all
harder questions on the same path as wrong.
A correct answer to a question causes the system to mark all
easier questions on the same path as correct.



DEVELOPMENT
There we three key steps in the building process:

1. Matching questions to topics.
2. Creating learning outcomes and topics within them.
3. Linking topics according to the knowledge map (using 'depends

on'/'leads to' directives).



DEVELOPMENT
There we three key steps in the building process:

1. Matching questions to topics.
2. Creating learning outcomes and topics within them.
3. Linking topics according to the knowledge map (using 'depends

on'/'leads to' directives).

This development process was recursive in the sense that matching
questions to topics led to some refinement of the knowledge map.



The Numbas authoring interface allows for easy topic linking:



Implementation
The tool was offered to students in February this year. To date (22/6/2023), it
has been attempted 715 times by 521 unique students.

Some attempts were incomplete, with some having no questions
answered.



Analysis
Using attempt data from our LTI server, we have begun evaluating the
diagnostic tool. Our main aim is to ensure that the knowledge map is valid
and the questions based on it are properly constructed and targeted.

This is a work in progress (as determining a robust method of validation has
required exploration of the research base).



Our analysis has unearthed a few unanticipated considerations:

We have gained a deeper understanding of students' behaviour in
interacting with the tool — for example:

some quit once they got a question (or a few questions) wrong.
some looked ahead and then quit.
many complete attempts took significant time (> 45 mins).

There is scope for feature improvements of the tool — for example:
question sequence (perhaps a 'binary' selection?).
optimisation of efficiency of attempts: certain questions, if
answered correctly, eliminate a large set of questions 'above' it.



DATA EXTRACTION, RESTRUCTURING, CLEANING
Extraction via a JSON file.
Restructuring and cleaning in R (dataframe with 'null' cases removed).



USE OF IGRAPH PACKAGE IN R TO REPRESENT THE
KNOWLEDGE MAP

Knowledge map imported into R using the igraph package.

Each item is associated with 'out' and 'in' nodes — if a student gets a
question (node) wrong, then the implication is that they will get all 'out'
nodes wrong (the 'zeros sink'); if they get the question right, the implication
is that they will get all 'in' nodes right (the 'ones float').





IMPLIED SCORING
All non-NA raw question responses were converted to 0 or 1:

response < 1  response = 0
response = 1  response = 1

Knowing the sequence of a student's question responses, we have applied
the above knowledge map logic to generate implied scores for all questions
in the tool.

This has enabled the creation of 359 'fully implied scored' attempts
(complete cases).

→

→



RASCH MODELLING
We have used Rasch modelling of raw and implied response sets (on
complete cases only).

And compared the item difficulty rankings to glean information about
questions and their place within the knowledge map hierarchy.



Q11 (205 - Fractions as division) was found to have the greatest difference in
item difficult ranking (raw vs implied). For many cases, Q11 has been
assigned an implied score of 1.



This might not be appropriate as Q11 contains a part that is relatively 'hard'.

Q11: 205 - Fractions as division Q15: 213 - Divide a number by a fraction

'Easy' 'Hard'



Q11: 205 - Fractions as division Q15: 213 - Divide a number by a fraction


